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teambuilding * raft building * coracle building
PER PERSON
TASTER SESSION
from £35
THE POWER OF COMMAND from £45
ICEBREAKING MADNESS from £45
DELEGATION MATTERS
from £45
THERE’S NO ‘I’ IN TEAM
from £45

PER COURSE
from £400
from £495
from £495
from £495
from £495

PER PERSON
COMMUNICATION IS THE KEY from £45
THE 7 P’S
from £45
RAFT BUILDING
£50
CORACLE BUILDING
£90
FULL DAY COURSE
£80

PER COURSE
from £495
from £495
£550
£990
£960

Taster Sessions

last 1 hour 30 minutes and are designed to give you a flavour of team building exercises and a chance to develop teamwork,
confidence and leadership skills. They can be designed around your needs and will usually include 4 different activities each attempted by teams of 6.
Each activity will focus on a different element of team work or leadership, with the exact activities being discussed with you prior to the event, and will
include a clear brief from the instructor at the beginning. A period of time is included for a full debrief at the end of each activity so that each team
can learn and build from their experiences. All safety equipment is provided and the activties can be tailored to any age or level.
The following packages can be booked as stand alone half day courses or you could combine 2 for a full day training

teambuilding * raft building * coracle building

There’s No ‘I’ in Team is a half day team building package that incorporates activities and challenges specifically focussed on using team
strengths, understanding team weaknesses, knowing and adapting to how you can best contribute to the team and the leaderless team. The exact
activities will be discussed with you prior to the event so that you are happy with the focus for your team. Our experienced instructors will deliver
clear briefs prior to each activity and full debriefs after each activity to ensure teams highlight their strengths and weaknesses and can work and
improve areas of their teamwork and leadership throughout the day. All safety equipment is provided and the activties can be tailored to any age or
level.

Communication is the Key is a half day team building package that incorporates activities and challenges specifically focussed

on identfying the importance of communication, opening communication channels, regaining control when communication breaks down and
communication through other means. The exact activities will be discussed with you prior to the event so that you are happy with the focus for your
team. Our experienced instructors will deliver clear briefs prior to each activity and full debriefs after each activity to ensure teams highlight their
strengths and weaknesses and can work and improve areas of their teamwork and leadership throughout the day. All safety equipment is provided and
the activties can be tailored to any age or level.

The 7 P’s

The Power of Command is a half day team building package that incorporates activities and challenges specifically focussed on

is a half day team building package that incorporates activities and challenges specifically focussed on the planning and preparation
stages of tasks, building on lessons learnt, improving results through experience and developing standard proceedures to cope with the unexpected.
The exact activities will be discussed with you prior to the event so that you are happy with the focus for your team. Our experienced instructors will
deliver clear briefs prior to each activity and full debriefs after each activity to ensure teams highlight their strengths and weaknesses and can work
and improve areas of their teamwork and leadership throughout the day. All safety equipment is provided and the activties can be tailored to any age
or level.

Icebreaking Madness is a half day team building package that incorporates activities and challenges specifically focussed on getting to

is a half day activity ideal for combining elements of team building, construction and watermanship skills. Each team will be given
a number of barrels, planks and ropes and the time required to build a raft that can transport the entire team across a course without falling apart!
Expert help will set the teams on the way with demonsrations of the knots and techniques required and each member will be given all the equipment
required to be safe whilst on the water. Participants do not have to be swimmers or water confident to attend this activity but should usually be over
14 years old. This is an ideal accompaniment to another of our half day courses in order to apply skills in an enjoyable way.

identifying the difficulties of being in charge, getting the best out of your team, developing clear and concise instructions and understanding different
styles of leadership. The exact activities will be discussed with you prior to the event so that you are happy with the focus for your team. Our
experienced instructors will deliver clear briefs prior to each activity and full debriefs after each activity to ensure teams highlight their strengths
and weaknesses and can work and improve areas of their teamwork and leadership throughout the day. All safety equipment is provided and the
activties can be tailored to any age or level.

know each other, learning new things about each other, building new teams and partnerships and identifying each others strengths and weaknesses.
The exact activities will be discussed with you prior to the event so that you are happy with the focus for your team. Our experienced instructors will
deliver clear briefs prior to each activity and full debriefs after each activity to ensure teams highlight their strengths and weaknesses and can work
and improve areas of their teamwork and leadership throughout the day. All safety equipment is provided and the activties can be tailored to any age
or level.

Delegation Matters is a half day team building package that incorporates activities and challenges specifically focussed on identifying team
strengths and weaknesses, employing the team efficiently, understanding and adopting the ‘Keep it simple’ (KIS) principle, identifying the difficulties
of being in charge and understanding that you can’t do it all yourself. The exact activities will be discussed with you prior to the event so that you are
happy with the focus for your team. Our experienced instructors will deliver clear briefs prior to each activity and full debriefs after each activity to
ensure teams highlight their strengths and weaknesses and can work and improve areas of their teamwork and leadership throughout the day. All
safety equipment is provided and the activties can be tailored to any age or level.
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Raft Building

Coracle Building is a full day team building and wood work activity that gives teams the chance to build a coracle from scratch. The teams

will be given the materials, tools and instruction throughout but the build is down to them. Attention to detail is important to maintain its structure and
integrity on the water. Every patricipant will then be able to paddle the coracle around a set course, after being given some basic paddling instruction.
Participants do not have to be swimmers or water confident to attend this activity but should usually be over 14 years old. All safety equipment is
provided.
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